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If you have only one product, this is the one to have it's no delayed. love it . i need it to change , will

purchase again.

I got this from the library and it had a lot of great information on more sommon and well known

topics, however there were many diseases, of the eye and skin in particular that were not included,

and left me back to googling. I'd say it's a great BASIC guide, and it has a comprehensive section of

animal rights, rescue, health, etc organizations, but nothing specific that is going to help you find a

job or training for a job. It's more of a basic, "summary" of types of animal careers. I would

recommend it for younger teenagers wanting to see what each type of animal career consists of

before entering training. It does not give schooling options for those without any animal rescue



organizations, or animal rights groups in the area, not recommended online schooling for those that

are not in an area where schooling is offered. I made a note of the index of organizations and that

was pretty much the reason to check this book out. Although I'm sure you can find the same

information online.
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